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Two types of perception verbs (PVs) can be distinguished in Chinese, called complex PVs (like kan-dao 看到) and bare PVs 
(like kan 看). The two types of PVs di�er from each other in terms of factivity, abilities to express beliefs, eventualities of the 
complements, and selections of eventive nouns. It is found that complex PVs in Chinese require their complements to refer 
to perceivable events, and it is argued that complex PVs can be analyzed within the individual event analysis in much the 
same way as PVs in Japanese. Complex PVs provide strong evidence for the individual event analysis because the 
complement can be headed by an eventive noun (or a situation pro), and together, they form a gapless relative clause, 
which denotes the perceived event. Bare PVs, on the other hand, express a doxastic belief of the perceiver and can be 
analogized to the ECM-construction. It is argued that the complement is headed by a functional projection encoding the 
perceiver’s belief, and the functional head introduces a control relation between the perceived situation and the 
‘believed-to-be’ situation.
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